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For Immediate Release
New 32” full high definition surgical monitor from Foreseeson Custom Displays, Inc.
Foreseeson’s comprehensive range of LCD displays for the operating room has been expanded with the addition of a
new 32” surgical monitor. “Our goal is to provide surgical displays of the highest image quality and reliability for an OR
that requires nothing less,” explains Daniel Tomlinson, the company’s Sr. Product Manager, “and Foreseeson will continue to offer such solutions to our medical OEM customers and partners. As with all our medical product solutions, we
maintain low installation costs while providing the latest in technology.”
As operating room productivity and advanced instrumentation increase, a larger amount of images and data are required to be displayed. The Foreseeson 32” HD monitor is the solution.
Key Features:
• Bright LCD Full HD resolution (1920 x 1080 Full HD)
• Clear 1080P Artifact-free images
• 178˚ Viewing Angle
• Anti-reflective protective overlay
• Touch screen ready
• Cart, Wall and Arm mountable
• Fully compatible with most HD video camera systems
• Liquid drop safe Aluminum enclosure (IPX1)
• Medically Certified: UL60601-1, FCC-B, CE, CCC,
CAN/CSA, ICES-001, VCCI -B, Medical Class 1
• Inputs:
1 x DVI
1 x Optical DVI
1 x D-SUB
1 x BNC (SDI)
1 x BNC (CVBS)
2 x BNC (SVHS Y/C)
5 x BNC (Component Y/G, Pb/B, Pr/R, H/CS,VS Input)
Foreseeson is a provider of innovative, reliable custom display monitors and components. By collaborating with our
strategic global partners, Foreseeson has the capability to engineer, manufacture, and support displays and interface
components for numerous sectors of the economy. Our products are designed to work together as a complete system
solution to virtually any electronic display monitor need. Foreseeson Custom Displays is headquartered in Anaheim,
California. Our sales offices are located in the US, Korea, the United Kingdom, and Germany.
To learn more about Foreseeson Custom Displays, visit www.foreseesonusa.com
To learn more about Ophit networking products, visit www.ophitusa.com

